The contribution of foveal and peripheral visual information to ensemble representation of face race
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The brain can only attend to a fraction of all the information that is entering the visual system at any given moment. One way of overcoming the so-called bottleneck of selective attention (e.g., J. M. Wolfe, Võ, Evans, & Greene, 2011) is to make use of redundant visual information and extract summarized statistical information of the whole visual scene. Such ensemble representation occurs for low-level features of textures or simple objects, but it has also been reported for complex high-level properties. While the visual system has, for example, been shown to compute summary representations of facial expression, gender, or identity, it is less clear whether perceptual input from all parts of the visual field contributes equally to the ensemble percept. Here we extend the line of ensemble-representation research into the realm of race and look at the possibility that ensemble perception relies on weighting visual information differently depending on its origin from either the fovea or the visual periphery. We find that observers can judge the mean race of a set of faces, similar to judgments of mean emotion from faces and ensemble representations in low-level domains of visual processing. We also find that while peripheral faces seem to be taken into account for the ensemble percept, far more weight is given to stimuli presented foveally than peripherally. Whether this precision weighting of information stems from differences in the accuracy with which the visual system processes information across the visual field or from statistical inferences about the world needs to be determined by further research.

Introduction

Ensemble representation is a concept specifying any mental representation achieved from combining multiple sensory measurements across space and/or time (see, e.g., Alvarez, 2011). It has been described and studied under different names, including global features, holistic features, statistical properties, summary statistics, and ensemble perception. The exact points stressed by each of these terms differ, but there is a fundamental concept at the basis of all of them: They all relate to redundant features or properties extracted from a scene consisting of multiple (similar) objects, thereby summarizing profuse visual information into a gist of a scene.

Besides studies investigating ensemble representation of low-level visual features of simple objects—such as size (e.g., Ariely, 2001; Chong, Joo, Emmanouil, & Treisman, 2008; Myczek & Simons, 2008), speed and direction of motion (Watamaniuk & Duchon, 1992; Watamaniuk, Sekuler, & Williams, 1989; Williams & Sekuler, 1984), or orientation (Dakin & Watt, 1997; Parkes, Lund, Angelucci, Solomon, & Morgan, 2001)
and location (Alvarez & Oliva, 2008; Morgan & Glennerster, 1991)—some studies have reported ensemble representation of complex high-level objects such as facial expression, gender, and identity (e.g., de Fockert & Wolfenstein, 2009; Haberman & Whitney, 2007, 2009, 2010). Haberman and Whitney (2007) for example, reported that observers could represent an average of facial expressions in a set from four to 16 faces presented for 2000 ms, while being unable to code or retain information about the emotional expression of individual set members.

Because of the long exposure time, however, this study could not fully reject the possibility that observers subsampled from the stimuli rather than averaging from the whole visual field. In a later study, Haberman and Whitney (2009) examined ensemble representation of facial expressions more systematically, comparing set sizes of four, eight, 12, and 16 faces and variable exposure durations of 50, 500, and 2000 ms. They reported consistent averaging performance of observers across various conditions that cannot be explained by an intentional subsampling strategy.

These and other studies (e.g., Haberman & Whitney, 2010) report ensemble representation of complex high-level visual information using large set sizes and thus suggest a rapid (as low as 50 ms), efficient (i.e., fairly independent of the number of items in a set), and flexible system. One aspect of ensemble representation that these studies do not consider is whether perceptual input from all parts of the visual field contributes equally to the ensemble percept.

In the human visual system, only the foveal region of the visual field—that is, the central 2° of visual angle—can be described with high fidelity. Information from other regions of the visual field, parafoveal and peripheral regions, is processed at lower resolution, suggesting that the quality and quantity of visual information transmitted from the fovea and more peripheral visual fields might differ. Visual stimuli located in different areas of the visual field might therefore contribute differently to ensemble representation. Im and Halberda (2013), for one example, reported different levels of internal noise in a size-discrimination task depending on whether the stimulus was projected onto foveal or peripheral areas of the visual field. Directly related to ensemble representations of faces, B. A. Wolfe, Kosovicheva, Leib, Wood, and Whitney (2015) demonstrated recently that accurate ensemble perception of the emotion of a crowd of faces does not require foveal input. When there is input from all parts of the visual scene, however, current data from Ji, Chen, and Fu (2014) suggest that foveal and extrafoveal input do play different roles when the visual system calculates ensemble representations from facial expressions.

Here, our goal is twofold: In the first place, we looked into the possibility that ensemble perception relies on weighting visual information originating from the fovea and from the visual periphery differently, rather than averaging equally across the whole stimulus set. To differentiate this from the subsampling already described, we call this strategy fovea-biased throughout this article, referring to an automatic, unconscious, differential weighting of incoming information by the visual system. At the same time, we extend the line of ensemble-representation research into the realm of race, another significant and widely studied feature of human faces. We examine whether averaging of race can occur, as has been reported for other face properties (identity: de Fockert & Wolfenstein, 2009; emotions: Haberman & Whitney, 2007, 2009, 2010; Ji et al., 2014; B. A. Wolfe et al., 2015; gender: Haberman & Whitney, 2007), and ask whether the visual system can extract the mean race of a set of faces when the time constraints and number of face stimuli presented at once do not allow conscious perception of single individuals.

In all experiments in this study, we used Asian and White face stimuli displaying the same average identity. More precisely, we averaged together individual identities within each race and created morphs between both averages. These average faces are unnaturally smooth and lack most idiosyncratic features that are used to identify individuals, so that race information is the dominating feature that changes between face stimuli. To distinguish between global and fovea-biased averaging, we compared observers’ behavioral data to data obtained by modeling their expected responses following one of two hypothetical strategies: a global and a fovea-biased one. The former assumes that the race average estimated by observers is based equally on all faces in the set, while the latter assumes that the average is based mainly on the faces presented in the foveal part of the visual display (Experiment 1). By controlling the race composition of different parts of the visual display, we measured more precisely the size of the effect that foveal and extrafoveal regions might have on the perception of the mean race of the stimulus set (Experiment 2).

### Methods

#### Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, we compared observers’ behavioral data to modeled data assuming they used one of two potential strategies for averaging across all 12 faces in the stimulus set: For the global strategy, we assumed that the estimated race average is based on all presented
faces equally, while for the fovea-biased strategy, we assumed that observers would give more weight to the faces in the center of a $3 \times 4$ face grid.

**Participants**

Fifteen White volunteers (seven women, eight men; age range: 20–35 years) residing in Tübingen, Germany, participated. Informed consent was obtained from all participants. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were unaware of the purpose of the experiment, and were compensated for their time.

**Stimuli**

Using 32 Asian and 32 White male faces from the MPI face database (http://faces.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de) and the Morphable Model algorithm (Blanz & Vetter, 1999), we created two prototype faces by averaging individual faces in both race groups. A set of 99 morphs was created by morphing gradually from one race prototype to the other, generating an Asian–White continuum of faces in 1% steps. We labeled the White prototype with a race level of 0% Asian, and the Asian prototype with 100% Asian; the 99 gradually morphed faces filled the levels 1% to 99% Asian.

All faces were presented in frontal orientation and in full color. We used a set of 12 faces in a $3 \times 4$ grid configuration (see Figure 1b), covering a visual angle of approximately $12^\circ \times 13^\circ$ (following the stimulus presentation described in Haberman & Whitney, 2010, figure 1A).

We chose as test faces five faces evenly distributed on the Asian–White continuum (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% Asian race level; see Figure 1a). While these test faces were clearly distinguishable from each other (it has been shown in a study with similar stimuli that a 25% distance between these race morphs is above observers’ discrimination thresholds; see Bülthoff, Armann, Lee, & Bülthoff, 2015), they are unnaturally smooth and lack almost all facial information that can be considered idiosyncratic of a certain identity. The dominating features that allow observers to distinguish between these face stimuli are therefore related to their race difference. A new $3 \times 4$ face grid was created in each trial, by randomly selecting 12 faces from the five stimulus faces.

**Task and procedure**

The experiment was performed on a 22-in. computer screen using MATLAB 2009b (MathWorks, Natick, MA) and the Psychtoolbox extension (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, 2007; Pelli, 1997). In each trial, a test set was presented for 250 ms following a fixation cross shown for 2000 ms. As in the study by Haberman and Whitney (2010) and other earlier studies on ensemble perception of faces already cited, participants were instructed not to focus on single faces but to just fixate in the middle where the cross had been shown and to distribute their attention evenly to all 12 faces. As literature on covert attention demonstrates, observers are able to disentangle their point of fixation from their point of attention allocation in this way (see, e.g., Carrasco, Williams, & Yeshurun, 2002; Pestilli & Carrasco, 2005). The very short presentation time, moreover, prevented our observers from making eye movements to scan the faces in each trial consciously. After a blank screen shown for 500 ms, a response face appeared in the middle of the screen. The response face (approximately $3.5^\circ \times 4^\circ$ of visual angle) was taken from the Asian–White race continuum, chosen randomly in each trial. By moving the mouse, participants could scroll through all faces of this race continuum in an endless loop and choose one face using a computer mouse.
in the preceding test set. A chin rest was used to maintain posture and a distance of 60 cm to the screen.

Based on earlier pilot experiments, the number of trials was fixed at 300 for each participant, so that an experimental session took approximately 60 min to complete. Before the task, participants were given detailed explanations about the concept of morphing faces between races and about what an average face represented, and had the opportunity to go through a few training trials.

Analysis

For each trial test set, we calculated two race means: the global mean, based on the Asian race level of all faces in the set (see Stimuli), and the foveal mean, based on the two central faces only. Since the faces in each set varied randomly between 0% and 100% Asian, we ran a Shapiro–Wilk test on the global mean data ($W = 0.99, p = 0.23$) and the foveal means ($W = 0.99, p = 0.08$) of the same stimulus selection, to make sure that our stimulus sampling was normally distributed.

For each set, we compared both means to the perceptual estimations given by each participant to deduce whether participants were following a global or a fovea-biased strategy (see Figure 2). To this end, based on the same estimations from our observers, we calculated the difference between estimated and global mean (DEG) and between estimated and foveal mean (DEF). Since DEG and DEF scores are the result of applying different calculations to the same data, their distributions have different dispersion values, which do not allow for direct statistical comparison. We therefore compared each distribution to hypothetical random distributions (as outlined later) to determine which strategy was more probable—that is, further away from random behavior.

If participants followed a random response strategy and randomly selected a mean race value (i.e., their answers varied between 0 and 100% independently of the test sets), the DEG and DEF values would also be normally distributed. If, however, participants estimated the average race of the set based on all faces (global mean) or on the most central faces (foveal mean), DEG or DEF values would be closer to 0 (i.e., closer to the global or foveal mean, respectively) than values for random data, and their distributions would therefore be narrower than in the random case.

We generated random response distributions simulating observers randomly selecting their responses using the Monte Carlo method (10,000 iterations), and compared the distributions of random DEG and DEF values to those calculated from observers’ data (Figure 3). To compare the narrowness of the distributions
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**Figure 2.** Analysis. For each test set of 12 faces, we calculated the global mean of all 12 faces (left) and the fovea-biased mean of only the two central faces (right), and compared observers’ estimation to both hypothetical means. See text for more details and Figure 3 for a graphical representation of these comparisons.

![Figure 3](https://tvst.arvojournals.org/)

**Figure 3.** Probability distributions. Observers’ distributions of their difference between estimated and global mean (DEG) and their difference between estimated and foveal mean (DEF) (left: global; right: fovea-biased) were compared to randomly generated DEG and DEF distributions. For more details, see text.
quantitatively, we compared standard deviations (SDs) and kurtosis (KT) of the DEG and DEF distributions obtained from random and observers’ data (see Figure 4). One-sample t tests (two-tailed) were used to judge whether the SD and KT of observers’ data distributions differed significantly from the SD and KT generated from random data for both strategies.

Results

Distributions of DEG and DEF values obtained from all participants, as well as distributions derived from random data, are shown in Figure 3. A cursory look at the graphs reveals that participants’ DEF distribution is narrower and more peaked than their DEG distribution, and, more importantly, that participants’ DEF distribution appears narrower and more peaked than their corresponding randomly generated DEF responses. There is no visible difference in the shape of observers’ and corresponding random DEG distributions. SDs and KT of DEG and DEF distributions calculated across all participants are shown separately for the global and fovea-biased strategies in Figure 4. If we look at just observers’ data in both graphs in Figure 4, it is evident that the global (DEG) and fovea-biased (DEF) distributions have almost identical SDs, while the corresponding KT values assume a platykurtic shape for DEG and a narrower, approaching-normal distribution for DEF values. One-sample t tests show lower SDs (M = 27.9, SEM = 1.19) for DEG distributions from observers’ data than for corresponding random data (M = 30.9, t = −2.49, df = 14, p = 0.025, d = 0.64); the difference, however, is much larger for DEF distributions (observers’ data: M = 28.2, SEM = 0.97; random data: M = 38.3, t = −10.4, df = 14, p < 0.001, d = 2.7). For the assumed global strategy (DEG), there is no significant difference between KT values of observers’ distributions (M = 2.17, SEM = 0.10) and of simulated random behavior (M = 2.05, t = 1.13, df = 14, p = 0.278, d = 0.29). For the assumed fovea-biased strategy (DEF), however, we find significantly higher KT values for observers’ distributions (M = 2.74, SEM = 0.08) than for simulated random behavior (M = 2.48, t = 3.14, df = 14, p = 0.007, d = 0.81).

Discussion

In sum, as shown by SDs for estimated and random distributions, our observers showed—for both strategies—better estimation of the race average than random data would predict; the difference was, however, far greater for the assumed fovea-biased (DEF) strategy than for a global (DEG) strategy (see Figure 4). KT values did not show a difference between participants’ and random data for the global (DEG) strategy, while for the fovea-biased (DEF) strategy they were higher for human observers than for random data. These (indirect) comparisons and the distributions in Figure 3 suggest that the estimated race averages obtained from our observers were closer to a fovea-biased mean based on the two central faces than to a global mean based equally on all 12 faces of each set.

Since our participants were not given enough time to scan individual faces (note that the duration of fixations to faces is usually well above 300 ms; see, e.g., Armann & Bültlpo, 2009; Henderson, Williams, & Falk, 2005), and were instructed to fixate in the middle of the stimulus set while trying to get an overall impression of the whole display, what we call here a fovea-biased strategy is very probably not related to conscious allocation of attention. As mentioned in the Introduction, ensemble representation for facial expression has been shown to be equally accurate with or without foveal input (B. A. Wolfe et al., 2015), which suggests a covert automatic process, even if this process is attention driven. Because we found in our experiment that observers’ race estimation of the stimulus set is nevertheless closer to a subset average of the two foveally presented faces than to the average across the
whole set, the question arises whether different parts of the visual display are weighted differently. To systematically estimate the influence from foveally and peripherally presented faces, in Experiment 2 we manipulated and controlled the race information displayed across faces in both parts of the visual display.

**Experiment 2**

Our findings in Experiment 1 suggest that observers base their race estimations more on the two central faces of each face set rather than on a global average calculated over all faces equally. The design of Experiment 1 was based on contrasting these two slightly extreme strategies (all faces equally versus only two center faces) and did not allow us to directly assess the influence of central and more peripheral faces in estimating face race. Experiment 2 was done to measure and more precisely compare their respective roles using a slight variation of the same paradigm. Here, instead of randomly choosing the average race of the whole set in each trial, we controlled how Asian or White (in race level) the center two faces were versus the 10 peripheral faces. Comparing actual race levels in the center and the periphery to observers’ estimation for each set allowed us to derive a measure for the respective influence of both parts of the visual display.

**Participants**

Another 23 White volunteers (10 women, 13 men; age range: 21–43 years) residing in Tübingen, Germany, participated in Experiment 2. Informed consent was obtained from all participants. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were unaware of the purpose of the experiment, and were compensated for their time.

**Stimuli**

In Experiment 1 we randomly selected faces for each set, which resulted in a large variety of global race-average values. To compare the effect of central and peripheral faces more precisely in Experiment 2, we modified the choice of faces in two ways to create stimulus sets. First, the 12 faces in each grid were separated into two groups—two central faces and 10 peripheral faces (compare to Figure 2). Second, we used fixed race averages for each group, which could take only one out of three values (25%, 50%, or 75% Asian race level). The selection of face morphs for obtaining these average values was done randomly in each trial.

**Task and procedure**

Task and procedure were identical to Experiment 1, with the following exceptions. In each trial, we randomly selected a central and a peripheral combination of faces to obtain one of the three fixed means. With the combination of three central and three peripheral race levels, our design consisted of nine conditions with 40 trials per condition, yielding a total of 360 trials. Three of the nine conditions were homogeneous conditions, showing the same average values in central and peripheral faces (central/peripheral: 25%/25%, 50%/50%, 75%/75%). In all other combinations, central and peripheral faces had different race averages.

**Results**

The three homogeneous conditions served as control conditions, allowing us to control for observers’ potential bias in judging the mean race of the display even when all faces in a grid have the same race level (see Figure 5). For the 25% and 50% conditions, participants estimated the average to be more Asian than it was, while in the 75% condition they estimated it to be less Asian. As a result, estimated averages differed less from each other in those three conditions than real average values. We cannot determine at this point whether these biases stem from less precise visual information processing in the periphery or from a postperceptual race bias affecting the whole visual display. In order to examine what effect incongruent race information in the center and periphery has on observers’ perception of the whole display, we analyzed

![Figure 5. Estimated and real race averages for the homogeneous conditions. Error bars show the standard error of the mean. For more details, see text.](https://tvst.arvojournals.org/)
their estimations relative to their own percept of the homogeneous conditions. Therefore, for both strategies, we used observers’ estimated race means in the homogeneous conditions (25/25, 50/50, 75/75) as a race baseline to calculate expected averages in all nonhomogeneous conditions (see Figure 6) in the following way.

For the global strategy, by definition, each face contributes equally to the expected average of a set (global mean). The mean race values for the central and peripheral regions were thus exchanged for the race baseline values, according to the data from the homogeneous conditions, to calculate an expected average. For example, for the condition consisting of a 25% peripheral average and a 50% central average, the expected average corresponds to \((10 \times \text{race baseline}[25] + 2 \times \text{race baseline}[50])/12\).

We calculated expected averages for all conditions, then compared those to observers’ actual race estimations for each condition (see Figure 6). A cursory look at the figure shows that calculated expected averages vary across conditions in larger degree according to changes of the peripheral average (along the horizontal axis) than to changes of the central average (along the vertical axis). This is not surprising, because the peripheral group contains more faces than the central group. However, race estimations obtained from our participants show the opposite pattern: Their estimations are more affected by changes of the central average (vertical axis) than by changes of the peripheral average (horizontal axis). A two-way ANOVA on observers’ race-average estimations with the factors center race level (25, 50, 75) and periphery race level (25, 50, 75) was performed to examine the influence of average race levels of center and peripheral regions on the reported average race level. Note that in this design, the two factors to be combined orthogonally are not location versus level, but the average race levels of each area (fixed at either 25%, 50%, or 75%). The test revealed a significant main effect for periphery race level, \(F(2, 198) = 4.66, p = 0.011, \eta^2 = 0.032\), and for center race level, \(F(2, 198) = 42.5, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.29\), but no significant interaction between the two, \(F(4, 198) = 0.24, p = 0.913, \eta^2 = 0.003\).

While the ANOVA showed significant main effects for both center race level and periphery race level, we found their effect sizes to be very different. To get a closer look at how center and periphery faces might influence observers’ race estimation of the test set differently, we again assumed two distinct strategies, a global one and a foveal one, and subdivided each observers’ race-estimation data twice: once by race level of center faces (25, 50, 75) and a second time by race level of periphery faces (25, 50, 75). We then applied linear regression to each data set (note that both sets contain the same data) and compared the slopes of the resulting regression lines. As an illustration (see Figure 7), the “25% Asian Race Level” bin for the center-faces strategy consists of all trials with a 25% center race level (120 trials), independent of the race average in the...
periphery (i.e., containing all potential race levels at the peripheral location). The same bin for the periphery-aces strategy consists of all trials with a 25% periphery race level, independent of the race average of the center faces. The same grid consisting of two 25% Asian faces and 10 75% Asian faces was thus labeled 25% Asian in the center-faces condition but 75% Asian in the periphery-faces condition.

The regression analyses show that both central and peripheral faces influence observers’ race estimation significantly, with a standardized beta coefficient of 0.257 for periphery faces, $F(1, 67) = 4.75, p = 0.033, R^2 = 0.066$, and 0.58 for center faces, $F(1, 67) = 34.4, p < 0.001, R^2 = 0.34$. Using linear hypothesis testing, we found that there is a significant difference between the two regression coefficients, $F(1, 204) = 19.53, p < 0.001$. In line with the different effect sizes we find in the ANOVA, these results illustrate that while the peripheral race level is averaged over 10 faces and the central race level over only two, the information from those two center faces yields a regression beta coefficient almost three times as large as the one for the 10 peripheral faces.

Discussion

In Experiment 1 we tested whether race averaging from a set of faces is possible in the same way that averaging of face expressions, gender, and identity has been reported in earlier studies. We also tested whether observers’ race estimations are closer to a global average that takes all faces of the test set equally into account or to an average of only the two central faces closest to the point of fixation. The design of Experiment 1 did not, however, allow for a more fine-grained assessment of the potentially weighted influence of each part of the visual display. In Experiment 2, we therefore tested more systematically whether observers’ race estimations are more influenced by the physical race makeup of the center or the periphery of the visual display. We find that the two central faces have a stronger influence on observers’ ensemble percept than the 10 faces in the periphery.

General discussion

In sum, our experiments show that the visual system can estimate the average race of a crowd even when time constraints and the number of faces presented at once do not allow conscious perception of individuals, but that it gives far more weight to the faces perceived foveally than to faces in the periphery. This suggests that our first gist of a crowd of people would be strongly biased toward the faces we directly look at.

The short presentation duration and high number of stimuli in the current and other studies on ensemble perception suggest that this is due not to active subsampling of visual information or a cognitive strategy but rather to an unconscious covert process, as has been proposed recently by B. A. Wolfe et al. (2015).

B. A. Wolfe et al. also report that occluding foveal information when presenting sets of faces in an ensemble-representation task does not impair observers’ ability to estimate the average emotion (in their case) of the whole set—a finding that at first glance seems to contradict our results. One could assume that face race might be processed differently from emotion, and since the current study is the first one to systematically extend the line of ensemble-representation research from identity, emotion, and gender to face race (but see Thornton, Srismith, Oxner, & Hayward, 2014), it does not provide any argument for or against that assumption. While our morphing technique—that is, first creating two central tendencies by averaging within an Asian and a White face set, then defining the differences between those two averages as the predominant differences between the two races—does yield stimuli whose main dominating feature is race, it is of course not possible to completely disentangle identity and race information in faces. Unlike in experiments on ensemble percepts of identity and emotions (but in fact similar to ensemble experiments on gender), race morphs, as soon as the difference between two faces becomes too large (e.g., 50% or 75% in our continuum; see Figure 1), are perceived as different people. One might thus wonder whether some discrepancies between our results and earlier findings might have to be attributed to this technical issue, and further research using race morphs while exploring aspects of ensemble perception that have been investigated for identity—such as viewpoint-invariant representations (Leib et al., 2014) or multiple levels of ensemble representations (Haberman, Brady, & Alvarez, 2015)—might help to elucidate this question. Regarding the findings presented here, however, another recent study (Ji et al., 2014) using a very similar design to ours has explored how faces in foveal and extrafoveal vision contribute to an ensemble percept of emotion (i.e., a feature, unlike race, that can be manipulated within, and thus independently of, identity), and came to the same conclusion: Faces in foveal vision are given more weight than faces in the periphery. These similar findings from a face domain that has been studied before in ensemble representation make it unlikely that there is a different mechanism behind race averaging. Some work on ensemble representations of low-level features has also found that when observers’ attention is drawn to a particular item in a set, mean estimation is biased toward the
specific characteristic of that item (e.g., de Fockert & Marchant, 2008).

Rather than providing conflicting results, we would argue, the current study and the one by Ji et al. on one side and B. A. Wolfe et al. on the other side are looking into different aspects of ensemble perception of high-level face features. B. A. Wolfe et al. demonstrate that observers can judge the mean emotion of a set of faces in the presence or absence of foveal visual information (but note that feedback was provided after every trial). This is, however, no indication that the visual system does not rely more on foveal information when it is available. Observers in the occluded and nonoccluded conditions in those experiments might have pragmatically adjusted their strategy to reach the highest possible performance on the task at hand. When encountering a crowd of people in real life, however, the visual system’s natural approach might be different. Furthermore, our experiments show how stimuli outside of the fovea are indeed taken into account in extracting an ensemble percept (even though the effect of the periphery in our experiments is surprisingly weak), which is in accordance with the results of B. A. Wolfe et al. in particular, and of other studies on ensemble perception.

There are a lot of examples in face research where strategies in a task are adapted to what is available. Successful face recognition from highly distorted, blurred, or selectively occluded images (see, e.g., Schyns, Bonnar, & Gosselin, 2002; Sinha, Balas, & Hubel, 1987; Livingstone & Hubel, 1987; Schiller, Logothetis, & Charles, 1990). As Alvarez (2011) has illustrated, it makes intuitive sense for the visual system to give more weight to reliable than to unreliable information, and computer simulations show that error distributions are lower for such a precision-weighted average than for an average that weighs all information equally.

An alternative way of thinking about these results, proposed by Haberman et al. (2015), is that they could reflect the presence of two different representations—that is, an exemplar representation for the limited number of directly attended central faces and an ensemble representation including peripheral information. Since the processes underlying exemplar and ensemble representations are not identical, but might be mutually interactive, one could hypothesize that participants’ average race estimation is based on some combination of both representations.

A general question about ensemble perception of faces that arises from the current research is whether the brain assumes a certain degree of reliability for weighting faces in different parts of the visual display, and whether this degree of reliability is drawn from statistical inferences (knowledge, experience) about the world. Alternatively, the visual system might simply use a heuristic to calculate averages, based for instance on visual resolution in the retina declining with eccentricity. One way of investigating this aspect further would be to present all face stimuli in a set foveally but sequentially across time. When eliminating visual-field differences in this way, Haberman and Whitney (2009) showed that ensemble information about facial expression is integrated over time and robust even for large set sizes. Comparing the temporal averaging process in such a continuous stream with no differences in visual resolution to the visual averaging from the stimulus grid used here and in numerous earlier studies on ensemble perception could be a starting point for further investigating whether statistical inferences or heuristics are the basis of the weighted averaging we find.

Haberman and Whitney (2010) have also shown that emotional deviants are not taken into account when an average is calculated across a visual set of faces. Regarding the significance of race and racial outliers in everyday life, it would be interesting to test whether the same holds true for sets of faces manipulated for race. In fact, some of our results on ensemble perception (unpublished data) suggest that more weight is given to own-race faces in race estimation. While these are preliminary results awaiting confirmation by more thorough testing, other-race faces could be interpreted as outliers, thus supporting the findings of Haberman and Whitney (2010) for emotion and suggesting that they hold for face race too (but see Thornton et al., 2014). Manipulating face stimulus presentation in terms of both visual eccen-
tricity and time (by sequential presentation) would allow further insight into inferential or heuristic strategies at the base of ensemble perception when it comes to outlier detection and processing beyond effects of local saliency.

Note that our assumption of a weighted averaging strategy (due either to differences in accuracy across the visual field or to real-life experience) is not the only possible explanation for our results. It could also be possible that the visual system does assign equal weights to all incoming information but that due to a loss in resolution and contrast, as well as crowding occurring in the periphery, peripheral input has a lower impact on the calculation of the average. To distinguish between such a purely system-inherent mechanism on the one hand and attention-driven or cognitive strategies on the other, one could for example estimate and integrate the peripheral loss of information into the model, or display peripheral stimuli in such a way that the loss is compensated (e.g., manipulating size, contrast, or spacing), and see if the central bias persists under these circumstances.

What we have tested here so far is an ecologically valid crowd situation where faces in the periphery seem of lesser resolution and more crowded, from the point of the observer; future research will have to show whether the limitations of the visual field are the main driving force behind the central bias we and others find in ensemble representations of faces.

Conclusion

To summarize, we show here that observers can average across multiple faces when asked to judge the mean race of a group, similar to judgments of mean emotion or gender from faces, and similar to ensemble representations in other, more low-level domains of visual processing. We further find that the averaging process appears to take information from the whole visual field into account, but that far more weight is given to those faces presented foveally than peripherally. Further research has to show whether this effect simply stems from inaccuracies in the processing of information from the periphery of the visual field or if it represents a way of precision-weighting information. If the latter is true, such a strategy could then be due to differences in the accuracy with which the visual system processes information across the visual field, or to statistical inferences the brain makes about the world and the faces we encounter.
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